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Free epub Antique to heirloom jelly roll quilts
12 modern quilt patterns from vintage patchwork
quilt designs [PDF]
from the bestselling authors of new ways with jelly rolls fifteen contemporary quilts which are
easy enough to piece in a weekend do you long to make beautiful quilts but have such a busy life
you can never find the time imagine creating a quilt top maybe even your first in just a weekend
jelly rolls are a fantastic shortcut to patchwork and quilting you can avoid the hours of cutting
and preparation required for making a quilt and go straight to the fun bit the sewing pam and
nicky are jelly roll experts having written numerous books and hundreds of patterns and they have
developed a brand new collection of fifteen quilt patterns for jelly roll lovers and quilters
looking for a stunning quilt pattern that comes together in super fast time learn how to easily
craft a classic quilt with this collection of twelve quilt patterns from the authors of jelly
roll quilts in a weekend a collection of twelve quilt patterns for classic quilts made using
jelly rolls pam and nicky bring their expertise to classic quilt designs with jelly roll quilts
the classic collection learn how to make all your favorite quilts and blocks quickly and easily
with this amazing collection of jelly roll quilt patterns jelly rolls are a fantastic short cut
to patchwork and quilting you can avoid some of the hours of cutting and preparation required for
making a quilt and go straight to the fun bit the sewing delicious and delectable quilts adorn
the pages of this fabulous new book it is just what everyone s bookshelf has been waiting for
fabrications immerse yourself in the sumptuous world of jelly rolls with 17 exciting quilting
projects learn how to turn the pre cut 2 ½ inch strips into fabulous quilts each of which can be
made from just one 40 fabric roll jelly roll quilts features unique advice on making the most of
this fresh approach to fabric as well as tips on adapting the quilts to your existing stashes
step by step instructions and easy to follow diagrams ensure that untying your beautifully rolled
fabric will be the first step to quilting heaven includes photos a collection of the very best of
pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilt designs from their previous books quilt experts and best
selling authors pam and nicky lintott have chosen their favourite designs from their back
catalogue of jelly roll books to create this exciting bumper collection of 25 quick and easy
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jelly roll quilt patterns the lintotts have been designing jelly roll quilt patterns since these
popular pre cut fabric bundles were launched back in 2007 and the quilts in this collection are
their very favourites chosen from their previous 13 quilt books jelly rolls are the ultimate pre
cut fabric bundle helping you to fast track your patchwork and quilting projects these rolls of
21 2in wide strips of fabric all from one fabric line are the perfect tool to make sure your
colours and prints coordinate all of the patterns in this collection only require one jelly roll
sometimes with some additional yardage for the background and borders making them perfect for
those jelly rolls sitting on your shelves that are waiting to be used and if you don t have a
jelly roll you can follow the patterns by cutting your own 21 2in strips from your stash to get
started there are a wide range of jelly roll patterns to choose from including classic quilt
designs like nine patch log cabin and bargello through to more contemporary quilt designs
featuring chains and octagons pam and nicky decided they wanted a variety of designs suitable for
different skill levels so that the book would be for everyone no matter what your style is and
how much experience you have in patchwork and quilting pam and nicky are renowned for their easy
to follow quilt patterns that always give great results and work up quickly and this collection
features the authors favourites from all their books so you can enjoy them in one complete volume
create stylish modern jelly roll quilts with these twenty four quick and easy designs compiled by
the bestselling authors of dessert roll quilts love quilting with jelly rolls this new collection
of quilts by bestselling authors pam nicky lintott combines the ease and speed of using jelly
rolls with twelve stunning contemporary designs for modern quilts also features twelve original
designs for the quilt backs using the leftover jelly roll scraps making these quilts reversible
and creating a collection of twenty four quilt designs to try includes step by step instructions
for quick and easy piecing use up all those jelly roll leftovers with the quilt back designs
features twenty four modern quilt designs for contemporary quilters grab a jelly roll bundle and
prepare to make a beautiful quilt with one of the twelve designs in this collection compiled by
the authors of jelly roll quilts the jelly roll challenge was an international competition to
find the best and most creative use of one jelly roll gathered here are the twelve fabulous
winning entries with step by step instructions on how to make them a dozen jelly roll quilt
designs get inspired by these designers and their unique take on the jelly roll each quilt has a
variation made by bestselling authors pam and nicky lintott how to create today s heirloom quilts
using modern designs that echo the antique looks that inspired them by the bestselling jelly roll
experts pam and nicky lintott bring you twelve new jelly roll quilt designs based on the best
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antique quilts from pam s stunning collection each clever quilt pattern uses just one jelly roll
and has been designed to make the best use of your fabric while preserving the vintage style of
each antique patchwork quilt clear detailed step by step instructions with full color diagrams
beautiful photographs of both the antique quilt and the modern version pam and nicky s jelly roll
books have sold over 300 000 copies the theme of the book is pam s antique quilt collection
showing these off and then making their own variations of these quilts from jelly rolls the most
useful of all precuts pennydog patchwork create colorful jelly roll quilts with 13 projects in a
range of sizes and complexity from the pages of love patchwork quilting and today s quilter comes
a delicious collection of 13 bright bold quilts that feature the perennially popular jelly roll
strips strip piecing basketweave pinwheels appliqué and more use 2 1 2 inch pre cut fabric strips
in exciting and unexpected ways whip up quilts in a range of project sizes and complexity
including a suite of baby projects a pillow wall hangings and bed quilts top designers like susan
briscoe and jo avery are featured finally get the best from the pages of the uk s most popular
quilting magazines jelly rock n roll this project stuffed book is an easy and affordable way to
own stylish patterns from the bestselling modern quilting magazines in the united kingdom piece
thirteen projects from 2 1 2 precut strips ranging from bed size beauties to quick sew projects
take strip piecing a step further with innovative techniques and tons of variety perfect for pre
cut fabric packs or cut your own pre cuts make fabric selection easy three quilt designs from
simple and strippy to a fabulous modern pieced heart and styles from sweet to graphic and bold
projects show off batiks as well as traditional and new retro prints perfect for beginners or
experienced quilters who want to make a quick gift from just one materials list you can make any
of the three quilt designs in three sizes buy your jelly rolls and charm packs now then decide
which quilt to make later all the projects shown are crib wallhanging size but the materials and
cutting charts also give instructions for twin and queen king sizes such a value at under ten
dollars quilting creating a quilt is so much easier than imagined with jelly roll strips with a
jelly roll of 2 1 2 inch fabric strips a fun quilt can be made in much less time this new book
from house of white birches is perfect for beginners or an experienced quilter who needs a quick
and easy project a cutting chart is included for each quilt skill level beginner 16 pages all
color a gorgeous collection of quilting and stitching designs from top fabric designer lynette
anderson including table runners wall hangings and larger quilts as well as smaller quick to
stitch gifts beautiful fabrics fresh colours and cute designs are enhanced by a book design that
captures lynette s heart warming quirky style jelly roll quilts features 12 award winning designs
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for quilts to make using jelly roll fabric rolls the 12 winning quilt designs are from the
finalists of the 2010 2011 jelly roll dreams international quilt competition alongside the
winning entries every quilt has been recreated by pam and nicky lintott ensuring absolute
accuracy and providing readers with an alternative colour variation step by step instructions
illustrate how to make each quilt to ensure a perfect result every time each design comes with a
full colour styled photograph comprehensive making instructions and diagrams and requires just
one jelly roll to make perfect for ideas to use up your jelly roll collection indulge in twelve
quick and easy dessert themed quilting projects and delicious dessert recipes from the authors of
jelly roll inspirations bestselling authors pam and nicky lintott have created twelve stunning
quilt designs using moda s all new dessert rolls delicious bundles of five inch strips cut across
the width of the fabric each quilt pattern with tempting names such as afternoon tea sugar n
spice pavlova and marmalade cake can be made with just one dessert roll a bundle of pre cut
fabric so you can be sure that your fabrics will coordinate beautifully to make a gorgeous quilt
as an extra treat pam and nicky have included their family favorite dessert recipes inspired by
the quilt design themes for you to bake and enjoy while you craft includes alternative color
variations for each quilt design step by step instructions and easy to follow diagrams for quick
and easy quilting shares step by step instructions and diagrams for creating small quilts from
half of a jelly roll and includes instructions for adapting each design to make larger quilts if
you love working with precuts you ll love these creative designs from scott a flanagan he has
created eight stunning quilts using precut 2 1 2 wide strips along with a bonus mini quilt for
each quilt made from 5 charm squares choose the size you want to make or make both find hours
offun sewing within these pages start with your favorite pack of precut strips or squares and
start sewing einmo cleverly combines basic units to create one of a kind designs that may look
complex but are easy to assemble these dynamic quilts are perfect for quilters of all skill
levels and are easily adaptable for weekend projects offers twelve practical quilt projects this
book includes designs that come with a colour styled photograph comprehensive making instructions
and diagrams get the best jelly roll quilts from the uk s most popular quilting magazines from
the pages of love patchwork quilting and today s quilter comes a collection of thirteen bright
bold quilts that feature perennially popular jelly roll strips strip piecing basket weave
pinwheels appliqué and more use 2 1 2 precut fabric strips in unexpected ways piece bed quilts
wallhangings and more from top designers like susan briscoe and jo avery the bestselling jelly
roll experts show you how to create your own unique quilts by mixing and matching more than fifty
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block designs pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilting books have sold over 300 000 copies
worldwide and here they bring you a collection of ideas for ten stunning sampler quilts jelly
roll sampler quilts includes five incredible quick to piece sampler quilts each made using just
one jelly roll five pick and mix designs showing just how easy it is to combine your favorite
blocks to make even more quick quilts step by step instructions and easy to follow diagrams with
alternative colorways for added inspiration follow one of the stunning patterns or create your
own unique sampler quilt from the fifty five fabulous block designs this wonderful 128 page book
is a compilation of over 50 patchwork blocks which can be beautifully mixed mingled and
interchanged to create your own unique customized sampler quilt this book is guaranteed to keep
your creative juices flowing the jolly jabber enjoy 8 inspirational patterns perfect for weekend
projects all designs use 2 1 2 strips in the construction making this your go to book for moments
when you want to create the perfect quilt without all the added planning and preping save time
and frustration by using preselected and precut strips sew 44 gorgeous gifts and 24 stunning
quilts from your jelly roll stash this redesigned collection of three of carolyn forster s
bestselling books twenty to make jelly roll scraps sew jelly roll quilts gifts and little quilts
gifts from jelly roll scraps is ideal for any quilter wanting to bust their jelly roll stash with
44 gorgeous gift projects and 24 quilts the quilts section is guaranteed to whet your appetite
there are 24 stunning quilts to choose from in a variety of sizes and styles made using different
techniques and quilting patterns choose from simple brick wall and log cabin designs or create
patchworks from diamonds hexagons tumblers and squares there is a mix of hand and machine
quilting and full instructions are given for backing binding and finishing your quilts the gifts
section contains 44 items to choose from enough to bust any stash choose from cheery home items
such as coasters bags pillows and toys or select decorative items such bunting a wreath or some
scented hanging birds all the techniques needed are clearly explained step by step and all the
required templates are given at the back of the book enjoy 8 inspirational patterns perfect for
weekend projects all designs use 2 1 2 strips in the construction making this your go to book for
moments when you want to create the perfect quilt without all the added planning and preping save
time and frustration by using preselected and precut strips learn to love curves by using the
quilting technique that creates captivating waves and zigzags from straight stitches and patches
bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and rectangular pieces yet create mesmerizing
optical illusions it may look complex but any beginner quilter who can sew a straight seam can
master the necessary skills it s also a technique that s easy to complete quickly and with
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confidence thanks to precut jelly rolls and author karin hellaby s clear how to instructions
discover this addictive technique as you work through beautiful patterns for pillows a quilt bag
wall hangings table toppers and lap quilts karin works with both solid and printed fabrics
varying her color palette from monochromatic to colorful she also explores the impact of offset
seams for gentle curves and matched seams for dramatic arcs with helpful tips throughout and
coordinating photography achieve stunning quilts using this fascinating technique make jelly roll
quilts for every season this collection features 12 quilt patterns for every month of theyear all
designed for jelly rolls with festive quilts and seasonal colors you can find the perfect project
foryour favorite precuts clever techniques for using precut fabric collections from the
bestselling authors whose jelly roll books have sold over 300 000 copies layer cake jelly roll
and charm quilts provides seventeen beautiful projects that show readers how to get the most from
their precut fabric bundles the projects range from smaller lap quilts to full sized bed quilts
and each is made from one jelly roll layer cake charm pack or a combination making the quilts
quick and economical using the latest fabrics the authors provide a main quilt and an alternative
colorway for added versatility simple step by step instructions and illustrations make creating
quilts from bundles accessible to quilters of all abilities published with the support of moda
fabrics create stunning modern quilts and quilted projects from jelly rolls layer cakes and other
pre cuts fabric bundles featuring 25 small and large projects each made from pre cut bundles of
fabric including full sized bed quilts bags and table runners be inspired by fabulous
contemporary quilt designs using the most exciting fabric lines and use up the leftovers to make
quick and easy small quilted projects the patterns make ideal knitting for beginners and the more
advanced with knitting techniques ranging from easy knit and purl to sock knitting styles on
double pointed needles for quilters of all abilities fourteen new projects to create beautiful
quilts with bundles of fabric from the authors of jelly roll inspirations pam and nicky lintott
have sold over 250 000 books all over the world testament to their extraordinary talent for
creating great quilt designs with easy to follow instructions in more layer cake jelly roll charm
quilts pam and nicky bring you a fresh collection of fourteen delightful quilt patterns each with
a beautiful variation design each project varies from lap quilts to full sized examples and pam
and nicky show you how to get the most from irresistible pre cut fabric bundles you can vary the
size of the finished quilts by using the handy vital statistics panel for your calculations step
by step instructions clear diagrams and illustrations make creating stunning quilts from pre cut
fabric bundles accessible to quilters of all abilities add in the lovely photographs of gorgeous
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quilts and you have another must have purchase from this talented team uses a range of moda pre
cuts including the new fat eighth bundle are jelly rolls your jam if you re like most quilters
you love those bundles of precut 2 1 2 strips that bring a ribbon of sweetness from every piece
in a fabric collection yet you sometimes wonder what to do with them here s your answer barb
groves and mary jacobson of me and my sister designs are experts at creating quick and easy
quilts using precuts and now they share nine of their favorite jelly roll patterns discover
inspiring designs perfect for throws baby quilts graduation gifts and more whether you re a
beginner or an experienced quilter you re sure to enjoy this fresh batch of patterns for your
favorite jelly rolls have you ever bought the perfect stack of fat quarters only to see that same
bundle decorating your shelf two years later give stashed fabrics new life with 13 quilt patterns
to make the most of your precuts authors kate carlson colleran and elizabeth veit balderrama show
you the basics of how to quilt from your stash with a special focus on color print and scale
vibrant and versatile quilt patterns are tailored to precut fabric strips squares and fat
quarters learn how to add additional yardage mix different fabric lines and design a stunning
quilt from fabric you already have on hand pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilting books have
sold over 250 000 copies world wide and here they bring you a brand new collection of ideas for
10 stunning sampler quilts 5 incredible quick to piece sampler quilts each made using just one
jelly roll 5 pick n mix designs showing just how easy it is to combine your favorite blocks to
make even more quick quilts step by step instructions for easy to follow diagrams with
alternative colourways for added inspiration follow on of the stunning patterns or create your
own unique sampler quilt from the 55 fabulous block designs explains popular precut methods for
quilters with instructions for twelve quilting projects and tips for using leftover pieces of
fabric combine timeless classic quilts with modern jelly roll fabrics roll with the classics is a
beautiful collection of quilting patterns for those who love tradition with a contemporary touch
featuring 12 jelly roll quilt patterns that are beginner friendly and use today s pre cut strips
alleviate the stress and guesswork and just get quilting with helpful opening sections you ll
then discover a dozen classic quilt projects featuring beloved designs from flying geese to
pyramids using modern up to date fabrics aside from the incorporation of jelly rolls most quilts
are made using creative grids rulers and quilting tools plus short cuts for cutting and piecing
are also provided all of which make the process easier discover how to transform jelly roll
scraps into stunning little quilts and wonderful patchwork gifts with this gorgeous book packed
with 30 colorful and inventive projects and all the techniques needed to create them this book
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contains an abundance of guidance and inspiration for quilters and patchworkers of all abilities
the book is broken down into two sections little quilts and gifts each section contains a
comprehensive step by step photographic techniques section and each of the 30 projects contains
inspiring photography and clear helpful illustrations throughout to ensure that the book is as
accessible as possible as the publisher of america s best loved quilt books we just had to get in
on the fun of quilting with precut fabrics for this book the stitching experts on our own staff
designed and made 13 fabulous quilts plus a bonus project now you can indulge your craving for
fat quarters jelly rolls 5 charm squares and 10 layer cakes find just what you re looking for in
our bakery case from sweet and pink like frosting to savory like herb bread create lap quilts
wall hangings and bed quilts in a wide range of styles for all skill levels check out the color
splashed quilts we re eager to share our quilting enthusiasm with you



Jelly Roll Quilts in a Weekend 2017-05-09
from the bestselling authors of new ways with jelly rolls fifteen contemporary quilts which are
easy enough to piece in a weekend do you long to make beautiful quilts but have such a busy life
you can never find the time imagine creating a quilt top maybe even your first in just a weekend
jelly rolls are a fantastic shortcut to patchwork and quilting you can avoid the hours of cutting
and preparation required for making a quilt and go straight to the fun bit the sewing pam and
nicky are jelly roll experts having written numerous books and hundreds of patterns and they have
developed a brand new collection of fifteen quilt patterns for jelly roll lovers and quilters
looking for a stunning quilt pattern that comes together in super fast time

Jelly Roll Quilts: The Classic Collection 2020-05-29
learn how to easily craft a classic quilt with this collection of twelve quilt patterns from the
authors of jelly roll quilts in a weekend a collection of twelve quilt patterns for classic
quilts made using jelly rolls pam and nicky bring their expertise to classic quilt designs with
jelly roll quilts the classic collection learn how to make all your favorite quilts and blocks
quickly and easily with this amazing collection of jelly roll quilt patterns jelly rolls are a
fantastic short cut to patchwork and quilting you can avoid some of the hours of cutting and
preparation required for making a quilt and go straight to the fun bit the sewing

Jelly Roll Quilts 2008-05-11
delicious and delectable quilts adorn the pages of this fabulous new book it is just what
everyone s bookshelf has been waiting for fabrications immerse yourself in the sumptuous world of
jelly rolls with 17 exciting quilting projects learn how to turn the pre cut 2 ½ inch strips into
fabulous quilts each of which can be made from just one 40 fabric roll jelly roll quilts features
unique advice on making the most of this fresh approach to fabric as well as tips on adapting the
quilts to your existing stashes step by step instructions and easy to follow diagrams ensure that
untying your beautifully rolled fabric will be the first step to quilting heaven includes photos



The Best of Jelly Roll Quilts 2023-05-09
a collection of the very best of pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilt designs from their
previous books quilt experts and best selling authors pam and nicky lintott have chosen their
favourite designs from their back catalogue of jelly roll books to create this exciting bumper
collection of 25 quick and easy jelly roll quilt patterns the lintotts have been designing jelly
roll quilt patterns since these popular pre cut fabric bundles were launched back in 2007 and the
quilts in this collection are their very favourites chosen from their previous 13 quilt books
jelly rolls are the ultimate pre cut fabric bundle helping you to fast track your patchwork and
quilting projects these rolls of 21 2in wide strips of fabric all from one fabric line are the
perfect tool to make sure your colours and prints coordinate all of the patterns in this
collection only require one jelly roll sometimes with some additional yardage for the background
and borders making them perfect for those jelly rolls sitting on your shelves that are waiting to
be used and if you don t have a jelly roll you can follow the patterns by cutting your own 21 2in
strips from your stash to get started there are a wide range of jelly roll patterns to choose
from including classic quilt designs like nine patch log cabin and bargello through to more
contemporary quilt designs featuring chains and octagons pam and nicky decided they wanted a
variety of designs suitable for different skill levels so that the book would be for everyone no
matter what your style is and how much experience you have in patchwork and quilting pam and
nicky are renowned for their easy to follow quilt patterns that always give great results and
work up quickly and this collection features the authors favourites from all their books so you
can enjoy them in one complete volume

New Ways with Jelly Rolls 2014-08-15
create stylish modern jelly roll quilts with these twenty four quick and easy designs compiled by
the bestselling authors of dessert roll quilts love quilting with jelly rolls this new collection
of quilts by bestselling authors pam nicky lintott combines the ease and speed of using jelly
rolls with twelve stunning contemporary designs for modern quilts also features twelve original
designs for the quilt backs using the leftover jelly roll scraps making these quilts reversible
and creating a collection of twenty four quilt designs to try includes step by step instructions
for quick and easy piecing use up all those jelly roll leftovers with the quilt back designs



features twenty four modern quilt designs for contemporary quilters

Jelly Roll Inspirations 2009-10-17
grab a jelly roll bundle and prepare to make a beautiful quilt with one of the twelve designs in
this collection compiled by the authors of jelly roll quilts the jelly roll challenge was an
international competition to find the best and most creative use of one jelly roll gathered here
are the twelve fabulous winning entries with step by step instructions on how to make them a
dozen jelly roll quilt designs get inspired by these designers and their unique take on the jelly
roll each quilt has a variation made by bestselling authors pam and nicky lintott

Sew Jelly Roll Quilts and Gifts 2012
how to create today s heirloom quilts using modern designs that echo the antique looks that
inspired them by the bestselling jelly roll experts pam and nicky lintott bring you twelve new
jelly roll quilt designs based on the best antique quilts from pam s stunning collection each
clever quilt pattern uses just one jelly roll and has been designed to make the best use of your
fabric while preserving the vintage style of each antique patchwork quilt clear detailed step by
step instructions with full color diagrams beautiful photographs of both the antique quilt and
the modern version pam and nicky s jelly roll books have sold over 300 000 copies the theme of
the book is pam s antique quilt collection showing these off and then making their own variations
of these quilts from jelly rolls the most useful of all precuts pennydog patchwork

Antique to Heirloom Jelly Roll Quilts 2012-07-23
create colorful jelly roll quilts with 13 projects in a range of sizes and complexity from the
pages of love patchwork quilting and today s quilter comes a delicious collection of 13 bright
bold quilts that feature the perennially popular jelly roll strips strip piecing basketweave
pinwheels appliqué and more use 2 1 2 inch pre cut fabric strips in exciting and unexpected ways
whip up quilts in a range of project sizes and complexity including a suite of baby projects a
pillow wall hangings and bed quilts top designers like susan briscoe and jo avery are featured
finally get the best from the pages of the uk s most popular quilting magazines jelly rock n roll



this project stuffed book is an easy and affordable way to own stylish patterns from the
bestselling modern quilting magazines in the united kingdom piece thirteen projects from 2 1 2
precut strips ranging from bed size beauties to quick sew projects take strip piecing a step
further with innovative techniques and tons of variety

Love Jelly Roll Quilts 2020-02-25
perfect for pre cut fabric packs or cut your own pre cuts make fabric selection easy three quilt
designs from simple and strippy to a fabulous modern pieced heart and styles from sweet to
graphic and bold projects show off batiks as well as traditional and new retro prints perfect for
beginners or experienced quilters who want to make a quick gift from just one materials list you
can make any of the three quilt designs in three sizes buy your jelly rolls and charm packs now
then decide which quilt to make later all the projects shown are crib wallhanging size but the
materials and cutting charts also give instructions for twin and queen king sizes such a value at
under ten dollars

Super Simple Jelly Roll Quilts with Alex Anderson and Liz
Aneloski 2010-06-01
quilting

Super Simple Jelly Roll Quilts 2010-01-01
creating a quilt is so much easier than imagined with jelly roll strips with a jelly roll of 2 1
2 inch fabric strips a fun quilt can be made in much less time this new book from house of white
birches is perfect for beginners or an experienced quilter who needs a quick and easy project a
cutting chart is included for each quilt skill level beginner 16 pages all color



Jelly Roll Quilts 2011-08-01
a gorgeous collection of quilting and stitching designs from top fabric designer lynette anderson
including table runners wall hangings and larger quilts as well as smaller quick to stitch gifts
beautiful fabrics fresh colours and cute designs are enhanced by a book design that captures
lynette s heart warming quirky style

Jelly Roll Quilts 2008-09
jelly roll quilts features 12 award winning designs for quilts to make using jelly roll fabric
rolls the 12 winning quilt designs are from the finalists of the 2010 2011 jelly roll dreams
international quilt competition alongside the winning entries every quilt has been recreated by
pam and nicky lintott ensuring absolute accuracy and providing readers with an alternative colour
variation step by step instructions illustrate how to make each quilt to ensure a perfect result
every time each design comes with a full colour styled photograph comprehensive making
instructions and diagrams and requires just one jelly roll to make perfect for ideas to use up
your jelly roll collection

New Ways with Jelly Rolls 2022-12
indulge in twelve quick and easy dessert themed quilting projects and delicious dessert recipes
from the authors of jelly roll inspirations bestselling authors pam and nicky lintott have
created twelve stunning quilt designs using moda s all new dessert rolls delicious bundles of
five inch strips cut across the width of the fabric each quilt pattern with tempting names such
as afternoon tea sugar n spice pavlova and marmalade cake can be made with just one dessert roll
a bundle of pre cut fabric so you can be sure that your fabrics will coordinate beautifully to
make a gorgeous quilt as an extra treat pam and nicky have included their family favorite dessert
recipes inspired by the quilt design themes for you to bake and enjoy while you craft includes
alternative color variations for each quilt design step by step instructions and easy to follow
diagrams for quick and easy quilting



Jelly Roll Dreams 2012-05-03
shares step by step instructions and diagrams for creating small quilts from half of a jelly roll
and includes instructions for adapting each design to make larger quilts

Dessert Roll Quilts 2013-05-14
if you love working with precuts you ll love these creative designs from scott a flanagan he has
created eight stunning quilts using precut 2 1 2 wide strips along with a bonus mini quilt for
each quilt made from 5 charm squares choose the size you want to make or make both find hours
offun sewing within these pages start with your favorite pack of precut strips or squares and
start sewing

Two from One Jelly Roll Quilts 2010-06-07
einmo cleverly combines basic units to create one of a kind designs that may look complex but are
easy to assemble these dynamic quilts are perfect for quilters of all skill levels and are easily
adaptable for weekend projects

Charming Jelly Roll Quilts 2021-08-25
offers twelve practical quilt projects this book includes designs that come with a colour styled
photograph comprehensive making instructions and diagrams

Jelly Roll Quilts & More 2009-12
get the best jelly roll quilts from the uk s most popular quilting magazines from the pages of
love patchwork quilting and today s quilter comes a collection of thirteen bright bold quilts
that feature perennially popular jelly roll strips strip piecing basket weave pinwheels appliqué
and more use 2 1 2 precut fabric strips in unexpected ways piece bed quilts wallhangings and more
from top designers like susan briscoe and jo avery



Two from One Jelly Roll Quilts 2011-08-01
the bestselling jelly roll experts show you how to create your own unique quilts by mixing and
matching more than fifty block designs pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilting books have
sold over 300 000 copies worldwide and here they bring you a collection of ideas for ten stunning
sampler quilts jelly roll sampler quilts includes five incredible quick to piece sampler quilts
each made using just one jelly roll five pick and mix designs showing just how easy it is to
combine your favorite blocks to make even more quick quilts step by step instructions and easy to
follow diagrams with alternative colorways for added inspiration follow one of the stunning
patterns or create your own unique sampler quilt from the fifty five fabulous block designs this
wonderful 128 page book is a compilation of over 50 patchwork blocks which can be beautifully
mixed mingled and interchanged to create your own unique customized sampler quilt this book is
guaranteed to keep your creative juices flowing the jolly jabber

Jelly Roll Inspirations 2009-11-14
enjoy 8 inspirational patterns perfect for weekend projects all designs use 2 1 2 strips in the
construction making this your go to book for moments when you want to create the perfect quilt
without all the added planning and preping save time and frustration by using preselected and
precut strips

Love Jelly Roll Quilts 2020-02-25
sew 44 gorgeous gifts and 24 stunning quilts from your jelly roll stash this redesigned
collection of three of carolyn forster s bestselling books twenty to make jelly roll scraps sew
jelly roll quilts gifts and little quilts gifts from jelly roll scraps is ideal for any quilter
wanting to bust their jelly roll stash with 44 gorgeous gift projects and 24 quilts the quilts
section is guaranteed to whet your appetite there are 24 stunning quilts to choose from in a
variety of sizes and styles made using different techniques and quilting patterns choose from
simple brick wall and log cabin designs or create patchworks from diamonds hexagons tumblers and
squares there is a mix of hand and machine quilting and full instructions are given for backing



binding and finishing your quilts the gifts section contains 44 items to choose from enough to
bust any stash choose from cheery home items such as coasters bags pillows and toys or select
decorative items such bunting a wreath or some scented hanging birds all the techniques needed
are clearly explained step by step and all the required templates are given at the back of the
book

Jelly Roll Sampler Quilts 2011-04-19
enjoy 8 inspirational patterns perfect for weekend projects all designs use 2 1 2 strips in the
construction making this your go to book for moments when you want to create the perfect quilt
without all the added planning and preping save time and frustration by using preselected and
precut strips

More Jelly Roll Quilts 2016-03-15
learn to love curves by using the quilting technique that creates captivating waves and zigzags
from straight stitches and patches bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and
rectangular pieces yet create mesmerizing optical illusions it may look complex but any beginner
quilter who can sew a straight seam can master the necessary skills it s also a technique that s
easy to complete quickly and with confidence thanks to precut jelly rolls and author karin
hellaby s clear how to instructions discover this addictive technique as you work through
beautiful patterns for pillows a quilt bag wall hangings table toppers and lap quilts karin works
with both solid and printed fabrics varying her color palette from monochromatic to colorful she
also explores the impact of offset seams for gentle curves and matched seams for dramatic arcs
with helpful tips throughout and coordinating photography achieve stunning quilts using this
fascinating technique

The Joy of Jelly Rolls 2018-06-19
make jelly roll quilts for every season this collection features 12 quilt patterns for every
month of theyear all designed for jelly rolls with festive quilts and seasonal colors you can
find the perfect project foryour favorite precuts



Jelly Roll Quilts II 2016-03-15
clever techniques for using precut fabric collections from the bestselling authors whose jelly
roll books have sold over 300 000 copies layer cake jelly roll and charm quilts provides
seventeen beautiful projects that show readers how to get the most from their precut fabric
bundles the projects range from smaller lap quilts to full sized bed quilts and each is made from
one jelly roll layer cake charm pack or a combination making the quilts quick and economical
using the latest fabrics the authors provide a main quilt and an alternative colorway for added
versatility simple step by step instructions and illustrations make creating quilts from bundles
accessible to quilters of all abilities published with the support of moda fabrics

Jelly Roll Bargello Quilts 2018-04-24
create stunning modern quilts and quilted projects from jelly rolls layer cakes and other pre
cuts fabric bundles featuring 25 small and large projects each made from pre cut bundles of
fabric including full sized bed quilts bags and table runners be inspired by fabulous
contemporary quilt designs using the most exciting fabric lines and use up the leftovers to make
quick and easy small quilted projects

Jelly Roll Quilts for All Seasons 2023-09-22
the patterns make ideal knitting for beginners and the more advanced with knitting techniques
ranging from easy knit and purl to sock knitting styles on double pointed needles

Layer Cake, Jelly Roll and Charm Quilts 2009-05-18
for quilters of all abilities fourteen new projects to create beautiful quilts with bundles of
fabric from the authors of jelly roll inspirations pam and nicky lintott have sold over 250 000
books all over the world testament to their extraordinary talent for creating great quilt designs
with easy to follow instructions in more layer cake jelly roll charm quilts pam and nicky bring
you a fresh collection of fourteen delightful quilt patterns each with a beautiful variation



design each project varies from lap quilts to full sized examples and pam and nicky show you how
to get the most from irresistible pre cut fabric bundles you can vary the size of the finished
quilts by using the handy vital statistics panel for your calculations step by step instructions
clear diagrams and illustrations make creating stunning quilts from pre cut fabric bundles
accessible to quilters of all abilities add in the lovely photographs of gorgeous quilts and you
have another must have purchase from this talented team uses a range of moda pre cuts including
the new fat eighth bundle

25 Ways to Sew Jelly Rolls, Layer Cakes and Charm Packs
2013-07-23
are jelly rolls your jam if you re like most quilters you love those bundles of precut 2 1 2
strips that bring a ribbon of sweetness from every piece in a fabric collection yet you sometimes
wonder what to do with them here s your answer barb groves and mary jacobson of me and my sister
designs are experts at creating quick and easy quilts using precuts and now they share nine of
their favorite jelly roll patterns discover inspiring designs perfect for throws baby quilts
graduation gifts and more whether you re a beginner or an experienced quilter you re sure to
enjoy this fresh batch of patterns for your favorite jelly rolls

Two from One Jelly Roll Quilts 2022-12
have you ever bought the perfect stack of fat quarters only to see that same bundle decorating
your shelf two years later give stashed fabrics new life with 13 quilt patterns to make the most
of your precuts authors kate carlson colleran and elizabeth veit balderrama show you the basics
of how to quilt from your stash with a special focus on color print and scale vibrant and
versatile quilt patterns are tailored to precut fabric strips squares and fat quarters learn how
to add additional yardage mix different fabric lines and design a stunning quilt from fabric you
already have on hand



More Layer Cake, Jelly Roll & Charm Quilts 2011-08-11
pam and nicky lintott s jelly roll quilting books have sold over 250 000 copies world wide and
here they bring you a brand new collection of ideas for 10 stunning sampler quilts 5 incredible
quick to piece sampler quilts each made using just one jelly roll 5 pick n mix designs showing
just how easy it is to combine your favorite blocks to make even more quick quilts step by step
instructions for easy to follow diagrams with alternative colourways for added inspiration follow
on of the stunning patterns or create your own unique sampler quilt from the 55 fabulous block
designs

Jelly Roll Jam 2022-02-01
explains popular precut methods for quilters with instructions for twelve quilting projects and
tips for using leftover pieces of fabric

Smash Your Precut Stash! 2015-05-01
combine timeless classic quilts with modern jelly roll fabrics roll with the classics is a
beautiful collection of quilting patterns for those who love tradition with a contemporary touch
featuring 12 jelly roll quilt patterns that are beginner friendly and use today s pre cut strips
alleviate the stress and guesswork and just get quilting with helpful opening sections you ll
then discover a dozen classic quilt projects featuring beloved designs from flying geese to
pyramids using modern up to date fabrics aside from the incorporation of jelly rolls most quilts
are made using creative grids rulers and quilting tools plus short cuts for cutting and piecing
are also provided all of which make the process easier

Joy of Jelly Rolls 2018
discover how to transform jelly roll scraps into stunning little quilts and wonderful patchwork
gifts with this gorgeous book packed with 30 colorful and inventive projects and all the
techniques needed to create them this book contains an abundance of guidance and inspiration for



quilters and patchworkers of all abilities the book is broken down into two sections little
quilts and gifts each section contains a comprehensive step by step photographic techniques
section and each of the 30 projects contains inspiring photography and clear helpful
illustrations throughout to ensure that the book is as accessible as possible

Jelly Roll Sampler Quilts 2011-05-15
as the publisher of america s best loved quilt books we just had to get in on the fun of quilting
with precut fabrics for this book the stitching experts on our own staff designed and made 13
fabulous quilts plus a bonus project now you can indulge your craving for fat quarters jelly
rolls 5 charm squares and 10 layer cakes find just what you re looking for in our bakery case
from sweet and pink like frosting to savory like herb bread create lap quilts wall hangings and
bed quilts in a wide range of styles for all skill levels check out the color splashed quilts we
re eager to share our quilting enthusiasm with you

Jelly Roll Quilt Magic 2011

Roll with the Classics 2023-02-13

Little Quilts & Gifts from Jelly Roll Scraps 2015-02-15

A Baker's Dozen 2010-03-02
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